1987, "The idea [at the heart of the play] had to do with the exodus history of America. . . . You set out from an oppressive old place, go into the wilderness and reinvent yourself, start a new community free of the plagues of the old one. And yet you can never do that, really." Eustis, quoted in Bruce Weber, "Angels' Angels." Thus, the religious story at the core of both Judaism and Mormonism is central to Kushner's agenda. While it is impossible to escape the problems of the home society, the attempt to reject oppression and build something new is clearly a good thing: in the end, it is what Prior and his new "family" do in the midst of the conservative culture they reject. 108. Perestroika, 203. 109. Ibid., In many ways, Mitt Romney was an ideal presidential candidate: an attractive, articulate, wealthy governor of a liberal state who had a solid reputation for getting results. But he was a Mormon, and for more than a year, op-ed pages across the country obsessed over the question, "Can a Mormon be president?" More often than not, the answer was no. In an article for the New York Times Magazine entitled "What Is It about Mormonism," Harvard law professor Noah Feldman attempted to explain why the majority of Americans felt uncomfortable voting for a Mormon for president. After a largely sympathetic portrayal of the Mormon faith, he concluded with the lament that "the soft bigotry of cultural discomfort may stand in the way of a candidate whose faith exemplifies values of charity, self-discipline and community that we as Americans claim to hold dear. Surely, though, the day will come when we are ready to put prejudice aside and choose a president without regard to what we think of his religion."
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The depth of Feldman's analysis is impressive, but his insight does not quite rise to the level of the unnamed Massachusetts politician quoted in a New York magazine article several months earlier: "Let's be honest," he said, "Mormons are weird." 2 The more serious Romney's candidacy became, the more pundits tried to get to the roots of Mormon weirdness: they reject the Athanasian Creed, they wear funny underwear, they think that the Garden of Eden was in Missouri. But anybody who has paid attention to American culture for any part of the past 150 years knows that all of this is incidental. What John Stuart Mill understood in 1859 is still true today: it's all about polygamy.
Though it was officially abandoned in 1890, the practice of plural marriage has always symbolized, summed up, and circumscribed the weirdness of the Latter-day Saints. A 2007 Pew survey taken during the height of the Romney campaign bears this out, reporting that "polygamy" or "bigamy" was the most frequent response when participants were asked to describe Mormonism with a single word-followed, in turn, by "family," "cult," and "different. 4 Nearly 120 years after Latter-day Saints abandoned polygamy, then, more than one in every five media references to Mormonism still brings up the practice.
Contrast this attention to polygamy with that given to another controversial nineteenth-century religious belief: the Roman Catholic doctrine of papal infallibility. This doctrine, proclaimed by the First Vatican Council in 1869, was frequently ridiculed, caricatured, and misrepresented by the same popular press that savaged the Mormons, and it was regularly invoked, as late as 1960, to question the patriotism of Catholic politicians such as John F. Kennedy. However, during the same April 2006-April 2008 period, papal infallibility was mentioned in only 6 of 997 articles about Catholicism (.6 percent), and it does not occur in a single one of more than a thousand articles about Catholic presidential candidate and eventual vice president Joe Biden. (Biden's Catholicism, in fact, is mentioned in only nineteen articles, less than 2 percent of the total). Clearly neither the press nor the American electorate continues to associate Catholics with the doctrine of papal infallibility (which the Roman Catholic Church still professes), but both persist in linking the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints with polygamy (which has not been practiced or sanctioned for more than a century). A Gallop poll conducted in August of 2006, in fact, found that more than a quarter of all Americans agree with the statement "most Mormons favor polygamy." 5 Romney himself understood the underlying connection between polygamy and the public's suspicion of Mormonism. The same week that Big Love debuted on HBO, Romney appeared on the Don Imus radio show and attempted to neutralize these suspicions with humor: "I believe," he said with an ironic sternness, "marriage should be between a man and a woman . . . and a woman . . . and a woman." This attempt at humor, which Slate columnist Adam Reilly aptly described as Romney's "clumsy Mormon shtick," 6 was part of a conscious effort to diffuse the Mormon issue by joking about polygamy. By making light of it, Romney acknowledged the stereotype, showed that he knew it to be false, and demonstrated that he was comfortable enough in that knowledge to laugh at the whole thing. When pressed for a serious answer, however, Romney generally gives the standard Mormon response-much the same answer, in fact, that the church gave in a press release about Big Love By the middle of the 1920s, the figure of the bearded, wild-eyed Mormon polygamist had become a fixed trope in the American cultural landscape-an image that has remained remarkably consistent for the past hundred years. In my own research for a 1998 article, I examined thirty-eight true-crime and mystery novels with Mormon themes written between 1980 and 1997. About half of them featured a contemporary polygamy plot-more often than not one where an average Mormon or high church official practiced polygamy in secret and either got killed because of it or killed somebody else to cover it up.
9 The Mormon characters in these novels-no matter how respectable they may seem at firstinvariably degenerate into wild-eyed fanatics whose clothing, dress, and attitudes come straight from the set of The Riders of the Purple Sage.
Such caricatures provide the raw clay from which more sophisticated literary images of Mormonism are shaped. In a slightly different form, the view of Mormons as cryptopolygamists persists even in scholarly literature sympathetic to Mormonism and its theology. Consider the arguments of the noted literary scholar Harold Bloom in The American Religion: "Who can believe that the Mormons ever would have turned away from the practice of Celestial Marriage, if it were not for federal pressure? . . . I cheerfully do prophesy that some day, not too far on in the twenty-first century, the Mormons will have enough political and financial power to sanction polygamy again. Without it, in some form or other, the complete vision of Joseph Smith never can be fulfilled."
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The perpetuation of the polygamous Mormon stereotype has, of course, been helped along by the indisputable facts that (1) several thousand people who call themselves Mormon fundamentalists continue to practice polygamy in Utah and other areas of the American West, and (2) these modern polygamists have a remarkable penchant for committing spectacular crimes in numbers far disproportionate to their demographic representation. The list of real-life polygamists behaving badly is as long as it is fascinating: Joel LeBaron, who once stopped traffic in Salt Lake City by doing two hundred pushups to prove that he was the "one mighty and strong" predicted by Mormon scripture; his brother, Ervil, who sent his followers to kill rival polygamous leaders, including Joel; the Lafferty brothers, who murdered their sister-in-law and her infant daughter because (they claimed) God demanded it; Addam Swapp, who blew up an LDS Church and killed a police officer in revenge for a raid that killed his polygamous father-in-law; Warren Jeffs, the head of the Fundamentalist Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints, who was convicted of child abuse in the marriages that he authorized; and, of course, Brian David Mitchell and Wanda Barzee, the homeless couple who kidnapped Elizabeth Smart and forced her into a polygamous relationship for nine months.
Nobody could make up stories this good. Of course, the LDS publicrelations office always insists-and most news organizations responsibly point out-that the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints prohibits polygamy and has no connection at all to those who practice it. But these official denials impact perceptions much less than do the stories themselves. Non-Mormons always see Mormon culture as more homogenous than Mormons see it, and no matter what adjective is applied to modern polygamists (fundamentalist, breakaway, disaffected, former, excommunicated, unaffiliated, etc.), the noun that follows is always the same. When the high-profile news cases make the inevitable move to best-selling books, movies, and TV specials, they merge with the literary stereotypes already available for depicting polygamy, ensuring that twenty-first-century Americans experience Mormonism as a cultural phenomenon in much the same way that their nineteenth-century counterparts did as historical fact.
Ironically, this increased attention to crimes committed by polygamists comes at a time when it has become difficult to defend the criminalization of polygamy. As alternative lifestyles in general have become more accepted, people from distinctively different constituencies have begun to question the exclusion of polygamy from legal and cultural definitions of "nobody else's business." Polygamist wives themselves have come forward to argue that their way of life empowers women and preserves families.
11 Nonreligious scholars have advocated a serious national rethinking of polygamy's advantages, especially for child care and female-support networks.
12 And, perhaps most importantly for the current study, libertarian and civil-rights groups-keenly aware of the legal relationship between polygamy and other kinds of nontraditional lifestyles-have taken the position that what any configuration of consenting adults do in the privacy of their own compound should be of no interest whatsoever to the state.
II.
Big Love marks a radical departure from pop-culture portrayals of Mormon polygamy. From early pulp novels and The Riders of the Purple Sage up through contemporary mystery fiction and Under the Banner of Heaven, polygamy has generally been portrayed as a nonconsensual relationship between controlling men and abused women. Big Love does include such polygamists, but the family at its center fits solidly within the progressive American mainstream in everything but the number of monograms on the towels. Bill Henrickson is a successful businessman who owns a chain of home-supply stores in the Salt Lake Valley. Bill was born on a polygamist compound called Juniper Creek and-as is often the case with surplus males-was forced out and into the streets at the age of fourteen. He married his first wife, Barb, in an LDS temple and was a pillar of the Mormon community for years. But he was unable to escape the clutches of his upbringing, and he drifted back into polygamy, eventually taking a second wife, Nicki-the daughter of Juniper Creek's current leader-and a third wife, Margene, who worked for him, fell in love with his whole family, and chose to join it, even though she had very little knowledge of either fundamentalist or mainstream Mormonism.
The Henricksons live in three adjacent houses in Sandy, Utah, a middle-class suburb of Salt Lake City. With the occasional exception of Nicki, they dress like a modern suburban family. They send their children to public schools, go to movies, watch TV, listen to music, and participate in the life of the community, all while trying to hide the true nature of their family from the world. The polygamous family dynamic allows ingenious plot twists and conflicts that can be seen nowhere else, such as a man who has to sneak around to have an affair with his own wife, a woman who is trying to steal the affections of her sister wife's mother and is disowned by her own mother, and a woman who secretly tries to convince her best friend to marry her husband so that she can have another vote in the family. I can think of no other program in the history of television where the sentence, "Our husband's dating life is none of our business," could be uttered without any trace of irony and make perfect sense. 14 But what, if anything, does Big Love mean in a larger cultural context? What does it contribute to, or detract from, the debates and conversations of which it is a necessary part? The first duty of any television program, of course, is to be entertaining, and the way we choose to be entertained tells us a great deal about who we are and what we value. But trying to analyze an entire television series in the middle of its run is a risky proposition at best. At the time of this article, HBO has aired thirty-four one-hour episodes of Big Love over three seasons and renewed the show for a fourth season that will begin filming in the fall of 2009. These thirty-four hours of programming contain several major story arcs, a number of ongoing subplots, and the individual story lines that define each episode. To make the task of analysis manageable, the remainder of this section focuses on three individual scenes that, taken together, provide an entry point into the way that Big Love incorporates polygamy into the larger cultural conversations about polygamy, Mormonism, marriage, sexuality, and identity.
Scene 1: From Episode 3, "Home Invasion," First Aired on 3/26/06
Roman Grant (Harry Dean Stanton), the "prophet" of the polygamous compound where Bill grew up, takes a reporter on a tour and gives him a lecture on the history of Mormon polygamy. His son, Alby, reminds him, "The gays, papa . . . don't forget the homosexuals." Roman, initially flustered, regains his bearings and says, "If the Supreme Court says 'yes' to the privacy rights of homosexual persons, surely it's time to recognize our rights to live in peace, too." The well-rehearsed talking point, however, comes back to haunt the prophet. Near the end of the episode, one of his wives excitedly opens a newspaper and reads the lead paragraph aloud: "Roman Grant, prophet and patriarch of Juniper Creek, home to the second largest polygamous sect in Utah, says, 'We're just like . . . homosexuals.'" Early in its run, several years before the LDS Church generated national headlines for helping to pass California's Proposition 8 outlawing same-sex marriage, Big Love made the connection between gay marriage and Mormon polygamy explicit. It was a major subtext of the show long before it aired, largely because its creators-Mark Olsen and Will Scheffer-are longtime domestic partners and Scheffer's earlier play, Falling Man and Other Monologues, deals largely with gay themes and was written in direct response to antigay marriage legislation in California. 15 In an interview about Big Love with the gay-themed magazine The Advocate, Olsen insisted that "we have no agenda on this show." Then he went on to explain exactly what (despite having no agenda) the creators were trying to accomplish: "There were three things we wanted to dramatize-self in marriage, self in family, and self in society: What is it like to be marginalized and deemed off the table of legitimate discussion for who and what you are? Some of the struggles of the characters are very analogous to the gay community of 15 or 20 years ago. These characters are dealing with a lot of self-loathing. And it's ingrained by a society that says you are freaks." 16 In the light of these remarks, commentators from both sides of the political debate must be forgiven for suspecting that Big Love may have an agenda after all.
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This is not to say that Big Love is merely, or even primarily, political allegory. It is primarily, and merely, a television program. But the connections between polygamy and gay marriage run so deep in both legal precedent and popular culture that any treatment of one necessarily has something to say about the other. This is true for both cohabitation and legally recognized marriages. The unlawful-cohabitation laws, created by the Edmunds-Tucker Act to prosecute polygamists not legally married, criminalize all homosexual relationships and many heterosexual ones as well. Many legal experts believe that the Supreme Court's 2003 Lawrence v. Texas decision, which struck down antisodomy laws used to prosecute homosexual behavior, will eventually lead to the decriminalization of polygamy.
18 In practice unlawful-cohabitation laws have not been used since 1960 to prosecute polygamy cases in Utah or Arizona.
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The attitude of officials-which a fictional Utah prosecutor makes clear to Bill Henrickson in the first episode of Big Love's second season-is tolerance based on a desire to keep the worms in the can: "Keep your hands off of underage girls, don't commit welfare fraud," the prosecutor tells Bill, "and we have no beef with you." 20 Polygamy has entered into the gay-marriage debate in another way, though, as the end point of a slippery slope that, many conservatives feel, must end in its legalization. Justice Antonin Scalia makes an early form of this argument the cornerstone of his dissent in Romer v. Evans, which overturned a Colorado statute forbidding jurisdictions within the state from passing legislation protecting homosexuals from discrimination. "Polygamists, and those who have a polygamous 'orientation,'" he writes, "have been 'singled out' by these provisions for much more severe treatment than merely denial of favored status. . . . The Court's Disposition today suggests that these provisions are unconstitutional; and that polygamy must be permitted in these States . . . unless, of course, polygamists for some reason have fewer constitutional rights than homosexuals."
21
As laws against sexual-orientation discrimination have created pressure to extend marriage rights, this same slippery slope has become a common argument against gay marriage. Stanley Kurtz, who has criticized Big Love several times in his National Review Online column, wrote in a 2000 article that gay marriage represents but a critical first step toward the legitimation of multipartner marriages and then, perhaps, the eventual elimination of state-sanctioned marriage as we have known it. Once gay male couples with open sexual relationships or lesbian couples with de-facto families are legally married, the way will be open to even more imaginative combinations. On what grounds, for instance, could the sperm donor and aging rock star David Crosby be denied the right to join in matrimony with both the lesbian rock singer Melissa Etheridge and her lover Julie Cypher, the "mothers" of his child? 22 Kurtz's rhetorical strategy assumes that all right-thinking people already know how terrible it would be to allow a man and two women to "join in matrimony." All that he needs to point out is that gay marriage is the first step in that direction. Big Love responds to this rhetoric by challenging this assumption and asking audiences to at least consider whether David, Melissa, and Julie might not (like Bill, Barb, Nicki, and Margene) form a reasonably happy married family without hurting anyone else in the process. What better way to blunt the effectiveness of a slipperyslope argument than to show that what lies at the end of the slope is not that scary?
But Roman Grant and the Juniper Creek polygamists in Big Love are that scary. They represent the side of polygamy that usually appears on the news: violence, intimidation of opponents, authoritarian rule, and teenage girls forced to marry septuagenarian patriarchs. By giving Roman the speech tying gay and polygamous rights to each other-and showing the sheer horror of the community when these statements are reported in a way that emphasizes their logical conclusions-Big Love resists a simplistic "Why can't we all just respect each other's families?" approach to marriage rights. Olsen and Scheffer suggest that the legal fight for marriage rights creates strange collations that are likely to be difficult and distasteful for all involved.
Scene 2: From Episode 8, "Easter," First Aired on 4/30/06
Barb has a heart-to-heart talk with her husband's younger brother, Joey, whose wife, Wanda, has recently had a baby. Barb listens in disbelief as he tells her, "I don't know that I believe in polygamy anymore." He asks Barb to keep his secret. He is even afraid to tell his wife because she would be afraid that her husband's defection would keep them both from the celestial kingdom. When he finishes, Barb exclaims in disbelief, "You're a monogamist." "I guess so," he says, hanging his head in shame. He continues, "The only way I know what to believe in is to listen to my heart, and it says that Wanda is it for me."
The genius of this scene is that it plays a classic "coming-out" scenario with a double reversal: not only is Joey not gay, but he is also not inclined toward polygamy. The closet in this situation is heterosexual monogamy-the very lifestyle that most people in closets come out of. However, Joey is a third-generation polygamist who has had only minimal exposure to the norms of the monogamous world. His values were shaped in a polygamous culture, and, in violating the norms of that culture, he feels the same kind of guilt and shame endemic to anybody whose inclinations violate the moral precepts they were taught as children. As a closeted monogamist, Joey must also deal with a religious narrative similar to that held by sexual minorities in other conservative religious cultures. His native culture sees plural marriage as a requirement for salvation; therefore, by refusing to take additional wives, Joey places not only his own but also Wanda's soul in danger. His confession to Barb, then, is a declaration that he is willing to accept eternal punishment for the sake of a subjective feeling-much as Huckleberry Finn does when he declares his willingness to go to hell, rather than betray his friend, Jim, who is wanted as a runaway slave.
This scene also highlights the randomness of existing categories of normal and aberrant. Western society almost universally condemns polygamy as an aberration. The scene between Joey and Barb works so well as an ironic reversal precisely because viewers have such a difficult time thinking of polygamy as normal. From a biological perspective, however, there is no question that Joey is right and the rest of us are wrong: polygamy is normal. Even a cursory glance at a few human beings would tell a trained alien scientist that natural selection designed humans for polygamous relationships.
23 Almost all preindustrial societies were polygamous, and, of the 1,154 human cultures ever encountered or studied by anthropologists, 980 (85 percent) have sanctioned some form of polygamy.
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The Western preference for monogamy has often been ascribed to the influence of Christianity, but this gets it backward: neither the Old nor the New Testament insists upon monogamy. The former clearly supports polygamy, while the latter praises celibacy and authorizes marriage only as a kind of last resort for weak souls who would otherwise commit fornication (1 Cor. 7:1-8). Western Christianity adopted monogamy, as Augustine explains in "On the Good of Marriage," not because of the requirements of scripture but "after the usage of Rome." But the Romans, like nearly all other societies that prohibit polygamy as a form of formal bonding, did little to prevent adulterous liaisons from duplicating the sexual dynamics of polygamous marriages. There have been few societies in human history where high-status men with plentiful resources have not found ways-legally sanctioned or otherwise-to have multiple sexual relationships. This is not to say that monogamy conquered the West through sheer dumb luck, nor is it an accident that the rise of monogamy corresponded exactly to the development of more complex social systems. As long as human beings continue to experience a male-female birth rate of one to one, monogamous pairing is the only way to make sure that everyone (or at least almost everyone) ends up with a mate. This is not a problem for ground squirrels, silverback gorillas, or even small tribes of huntergatherers-these populations generally follow the harsh logic of natural selection, where very few males monopolize the gene pool. As societies become more complex, however, the problem of extra men becomes much more difficult to handle. If large numbers of young males are sent off to war in each generation (a fairly standard strategy in many preindustrial civilizations), their societies never experience the prolonged periods of peace and stability necessary to develop complex relationships. If, on the other hand, men are required to compete for multiple wives within their society, both natural and social selection favor those men who are aggressive, violent, manipulative, domineering, and homicidal. Evolutionary psychologists David Barash and Judith Eve Lipton explain that "historically, monogamy arose in Europe as in implicit trade-off. The wealthy and powerful would in effect have agreed to give up their near-monopoly on women in return for obtaining greater social involvement on the part of middle-and lower-class men, who, if reproductively excluded, might have refused to participate in the social contract necessary for the establishment of large, stable social units."
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But "necessary for the establishment of large . . . social units" is not quite the same thing as normal. Human biology and psychology are predisposed to polyamorous sexual relationships and polygamous pair bonds. That something is natural does not mean that it is morally acceptable, of course; human beings are also predisposed to beat each other over the head and steal each other's food. But there is no getting around the naturalness of polygamy. It is monogamy that must be learned-and most people in supposedly monogamous societies have not learned the lesson particularly well. When high divorce rates and serial dating are added to the adulterous relationships that have always been part of the human experience, very few Westerners can claim perfect adherence to the monogamous ideal of strict abstinence before marriage and unwavering fidelity thereafter. Anyone who can (and here the irony is almost unbearable) is probably a Mormon.
Scene 3: From Episode 15, "Reunion," First Aired on 6/25/07
Barb and a group of her friends-all women in polygamous marriages-are having a book club in Barb's living room when the discussion turns to the general perception of polygamists by the larger world. One of the women exclaims, "It's all Larry King and Anderson Cooper's fault; they make us look like retards and perverts." Another begins, "If they could show one normal plural family for a change . . . ," and a third chimes in, "The good ones are all closeted." The women express their distaste for the term closeted, which, Barb says, "rubs me the wrong way, too."
This scene echoes the crucial points of the previous two-it highlights the connection between homosexuality and polygamy and the distaste that conservative fundamentalists have for sharing language ("closeted") with those that they consider sinful. But this scene goes one step further; it presses against the invisible "fourth wall" separating the audience from the fictional characters. The major argument of the scenethat the media never portray normal polygamists-is contradicted by the scene itself, which shows polygamists acting normally. What could be more normal than a group of middle-class women sitting in a living room in the suburbs participating in a book club (the book on the table is Thomas Friedman's The World Is Flat, a popular best seller with a wide and generally well-educated audience) and discussing current events?
Other sympathetic portrayals of Mormon polygamists have made some inroads into popular culture, of course. 27 Perhaps the most revolutionary thing about Big Love is not just that it portrays polygamists sympathetically but that it treats polygamists differently-that is, it does not lump all practicing polygamists together. The different ways that polygamy is practiced in Big Love correspond quite accurately to what is known about the way it actually exists in Utah and the American West. Mormon historian Michael Quinn's article "Plural Marriage and Mormon Fundamentalism," based on interviews with dozens of practicing fundamentalists, gives as well documented an account of contemporary plural marriage as we are likely to get, given the notorious difficulty of collecting reliable data from people hiding from public view. Quinn's figures are now somewhat dated (the original article was written in 1993), but the basic patterns they illuminate are probably still reliable.
Quinn's research suggests that the number of people actually living a polygamous lifestyle tends to be overestimated by media reports, which, in 1993, regularly claimed that between forty and sixty thousand people practiced polygamy in the western United States. Quinn estimates that, at the time he wrote the article, there were no more than twenty-one thousand practicing fundamentalists and that "many of these committed fundamentalists are living in monogamous relationships"-even though they may believe in plural marriage as a valid theological doctrine. 29 The two largest fundamentalist groups are the Fundamentalist Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints (FLDS) with its headquarters in Colorado City, Arizona, and the Apostolic United Brethren, also known as the Allred group, whose members live chiefly in Salt Lake City. As events since the publication of Quinn's article have demonstrated, the two groups occupy opposite ends of the polygamist spectrum. The FLDS live on isolated compounds, pool all of their assets into a trust administered by their leader, and practice placing, by which women and young girls are assigned to men (and can be reassigned to other men) by "the prophet."
30 The Allred group, on the other hand, does not practice placing or allow underage marriages. Members of the Allred group are not required to live polygamous lifestyles, and, according to its former leader, Owen Allred, only 10 to 15 percent of its members ever do.
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At the time of Quinn's research, both the FLDS and the Allred group had between seven and eight thousand members. He adds several smaller groups to the polygamists, the most notorious being the members of the LeBaron family, a violent sect that killed a number of polygamous rivals-including Rulon Allred-in an attempt to unite all practicing fundamentalists under their banner. Along with these fundamentalist churches, there are thousands of "independent polygamists" practicing in Utah and elsewhere in the American West. These practitioners do not believe that they have the authority to establish a church or congregation, so they practice "the principle" in their own homes and occasionally join small study groups with other independent fundamentalists. Quinn describes them as an "anti-institutional, frequently anti-authoritarian, and very pluralistic" collection of individuals whose numbers include "political liberals and conservatives, religious conservatives and ecumenicals, as well as social conservatives and liberals." 32 Both husbands and wives in these independent families often work and interact in communities without revealing that they practice polygamy. The children of independent polygamists, along with members of the Allred group, usually attend public schools, associate with mainstream Mormons, take part in normal activities, and generally pass as monogamous members of the community.
Big Love creates its characters by fictionalizing many of the contemporary polygamous groups that actually exist. Olsen and Scheffer have acknowledged that the characters of Roman Grant and his son, Alby, were based in large part on FLDS leaders Rulon and Warren Jeffs. 33 The Allred group in Salt Lake is most likely the basis of the unnamed congregation attended by Bill Henrickson's partner, Don Embry, and his wives. The Henrickson family itself, according to the creators, is modeled directly on an independent polygamous family featured in the first (and only) issue of the pro-polygamy magazine Mormon Focus. 34 In the second season, the show introduced two additional characters-Hollis and Selma Green-based directly on members of the LeBaron clan, who terrorized rival polygamous groups throughout the 1970s-demonstrating that the "bad polygamists" of Juniper Creek are only moderately insane when compared to the genuine psychopaths that inhabit the world of Mormon fundamentalism. Each of these groups serves as a background for the others, and collectively they make the argument that, just as Mormons cannot and should not be lumped together with polygamists, polygamists cannot and should not be lumped together with each other.
Scene 4: From Episode 26, "Empire," First Aired on 1/26/09
During an important meeting with a potential backer in a casino business, Bill's partner, Don, is visibly agitated. After the meeting, he becomes angry with Bill and himself. Believing that Don's first wife, Peg, is responsible for this mood, Bill confronts her and continues to press for the reason behind Don's behavior. Finally, she tells him that Vernie and Jo-Jo (Don's other two wives) "ran off together," taking Don's children with them. Bill expresses disbelief, and Peg responds, disgusted, "As of a week ago, Don and I are sadly monogamous." Though Vernie and Jo-Jo are minor characters in Big Love, their relationship was established very early in the show's run. In "Viagra Blue," the second episode of the first season, they are shown playing footsie with each other during a bridge game. This early scene is a subtle, but unmistakable, reference to a key irony that became more apparent as the series continued. Not only are homosexuality and polygamy connected to each other by a binding set of legal precedents, but they are related by the fact that the women in a polygamous marriage are sealed to each other as well as to their husband-making polygamy a form of samesex marriage. Maxine Hanks emphasizes this aspect of the polygamous relationship among nineteenth-century Mormons. "These women," she explains, "'courted' other wives, placed their husband's hand on the new wife's, and were present at the sealing ceremonies." A polygamous marriage, therefore, "qualifies as a same-sex covenant of eternal companionship between women who were, in effect, sealed to each other."
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The sexualized relationship among polygamous wives that Hanks hints at becomes explicit in the relationship between Don Embry's two wives in the beginning of the third season of Big Love. This same season contains a less explicit, but much more prominent, portrayal of precisely the same dynamic. Throughout the first five episodes, Bill courts a beautiful Serbian immigrant named Ana, who briefly becomes his fourth wife. Bill and Ana actually met and began dating in season two, but Ana did not learn about the Henricksons' lifestyle until Margene-who had surreptitiously become her best friend-informed her. Ana initially ran away, but in season three, she returns and agrees to be courted, not just by Bill but the entire family. What follows comes straight from Hanks's description. It is Barb, not Bill, who decides that it is time to take a "fourth" and first proposes courtship to Ana. All three of Bill's wives accompany Bill and Ana on their dates-from a rowdy trip to a drive-in movie to a quiet dinner at home. Though the same-sex relationship is not explicitly sexualized, as it is with Vernie and Jo-Jo, it becomes clear that Ana is marrying Barb, Nicki, and Margene as well as Bill. Once they all do marry-in episode 29, "For Better or Worse"-the three other wives compete over whose house Ana will live in, and, by extension, who will be her primary emotional intimate. The bickering becomes so bad that Ana asks for a divorce within days of the marriage. Jealousy destroys the marriage, as one might expect in a polygamous union, but it is jealousy among four women who are all married to each other. The husband, Bill, is reduced to a hapless spectator in his own wives' marital drama.
Season three's emphasis on the same-sex marriage dimension of polygamy follows directly on the heels of California's Proposition 8-a legal battle over same-sex marriage in which the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints was deeply involved. Opponents of samesex marriage placed Proposition 8 on the California general-election ballot after the California Supreme Court ruled that laws against same-sex marriages were unconstitutional. Proposition 8 amends the state constitution by adding that "only marriage between a man and a woman is recognized in California." The hierarchies of both the Catholic Church and the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints supported the amendment, and, on June 29, 2008, all Mormon congregations in California were read a letter from the LDS First Presidency instructing members to "do all you can to support the proposed constitutional amendment by donating of your means and time to assure that marriage in California is legally defined as being between a man and a woman."
36 Though LDS members comprise only a small fraction of California voters, Mormons provided at least half of the financial support for the measure and, according to some estimates, as much as 80 to 90 percent of the labor.
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When the proposition passed-effectively outlawing gay marriages in California-opponents were furious at the LDS Church. Bloggers and editorial writers excoriated the church, not just for interfering with what they perceived as a fundamental civil right but for the hypocrisy in trying to enforce the same definition of marriage (one man and one woman) that was invoked to persecute Mormon ancestors a century earlier. Time and time again, during and after the controversy, opponents of Proposition 8 cited the historical Mormon support of polygamy in an effort to counter current Mormon opposition to gay marriage. In declaring the Mormon Church "hypocrite of the year," GayWired magazine columnist Duane Wells echoed the sentiments of many others with his charge that "if there is any religious group that should have remained mum about the issue of gay marriage, it's Mormons." 38 The story lines in the third season of Big Love deepen this irony by portraying polygamy not just as something comparable to gay marriage but as a literal union between people of the same gender.
The last four episodes of season three also bring polygamy from the margins of the Mormon world directly to its center through a Mark Hofmann-inspired story involving a historical document. The document-a letter by early LDS Church President Wilford Woodruff (who issued the original 1890 manifesto forbidding polygamy) authorizing secret plural marriages in direct opposition to the church's stated position-becomes a flash point for tensions between polygamists and the mainstream LDS Church. Without knowing what the letter contains, Bill helps his brother-in-law, Ted, who has recently become an LDS General Authority, purchase it. When Bill learns what is in the letter, he demands it back, but Ted has already passed it on to the church. Eventually the Greens get involved in the controversy and kidnap Ted's daughter to force him to hand over the letter, but the church refuses to release it under any circumstances. In the season finale (episode 34, "Sacrament"), Roman Grant admits to Bill that he forged the letter himself, but this does not diminish the critique implied by the narrative: during the time that the LDS Church was doing everything in its power to defeat Proposition 8 in California, it was actively suppressing evidence of its own historical acceptance of a definition of marriage that contradicted the standard that it was presenting to the world as the will of God.
III.
In its official response to Big Love, the LDS Church asserts that "placing the series in Salt Lake City, the international headquarters of The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints, is enough to blur the line between the modern Church and the program's subject matter and to reinforce old and long-outdated stereotypes." 39 This objection is especially ironic in light of the fact that the creators of Big Love almost obsessively clarify the lines among all sorts of Utahns: the "good polygamists" (the Henricksons and the Embries), the "bad polygamists" (Roman and Alby Grant and other members of the Juniper Creek Compound), the "really-scary-mega-bad-crazy polygamists" (the Greens), the "monogamous polygamists" (Bill's brother, Joey, who eventually does attempt, unsuccessfully, to take a second wife), and the mainstream Mormons. And while LDS Church spokesmen can (and should) complain that the regular Latter-day Saints in Big Love are almost universally portrayed as narrow minded, self-righteous, bigoted, and hypocritical, there is no possibility that anyone watching the show can miss the fact that these Mormons are not polygamous. They are, rather, irrationally hostile to polygamy and the major reason why the show's good polygamists cannot live their lives in the open.
But there is a catch. While there is no group more committed to ridding the world of polygamy than the Church of Jesus Christ of Latterday Saints, the same cannot be said about the world to come. Current Mormon practice allows a widower (but not a widow) to remarry in the temple "for time and all eternity," a ceremony that, according to Latterday Saints, seals the marriage relationship so that it will continue in the afterlife. The implication of this practice-which is lost on very few practicing Mormons-is that a man can have more than one wife in the afterlife, while a woman can only have one husband. Big Love exploits the irony of this practice in the penultimate episode of its second season, "Take Me as I Am." In this episode, Barb Henrickson crashes the wedding of her mother, Nancy, a devout Mormon who has refused to speak to her daughter since she became a polygamist. At the wedding, Barb's sister, Cindy, explains how their mother was sealed to her new husband despite having been sealed to their father earlier: "Ned wanted to be sealed, so she was unsealed to Daddy. And Ned's children don't want Ned to have to share Vera in the afterlife."
Under the terms of their shared belief system, Nancy's actions are much less defensible than her daughter's. Barb has stayed with her husband despite his decision to marry polygamously. Nancy, on the other hand, has (for the afterlife at least) divorced a faithful husband to become the second eternal wife of another man and, in the process, deprived Barb and all of her other children of the stable eternal family unit that Mormons see as the cornerstone of celestial glory. Either she does not understand the theological consequences of her decision, or, more likely, she does not really believe that her actions have the eternal consequences that her religion-which she regularly uses as a weapon against her daughter-claims. Either way she becomes a metaphor for contemporary Mormonism generally, which officially denounces polygamy in one form while tacitly accepting it in another. This passing reference to obscure Mormon eschatology will barely register with most casual viewers, and the writers do very little to emphasize it even in the episode where it occurs. But most viewers will understand that the show intends for us to see the hatred that most Mormons have for polygamy as exceptionally ironic and fundamentally incompatible with their own origins.
The charge that Big Love perpetuates stereotypes about Mormons and polygamy is only partially accurate. Some aspects of the show do tap into existing cultural preconceptions about polygamists, but many do not. However, like most portrayals of polygamy, Big Love is about much more than marriage arrangements. The actual religious practice of plural marriage occurs so infrequently in American culture that it doesn't even register in demographic tables. There are fewer Mormon fundamentalists in America than practicing Taoists, Deists, Scientologists, Eckists (practitioners of Eckankar), or Sikhs. 41 But these twenty to forty thousand American polygamists exercise a cultural influence that far exceeds their numbers. Mormon polygamy has always served as a test case for much larger cultural agendas. Big Love is perhaps the most significant recent artifact in a larger cultural movement to change what kinds of cases polygamy tests.
In the nineteenth century, Mormon polygamy provided fertile ground for testing the limits of religious pluralism in a young democracy. Legal scholar Sarah Barringer Gordon's recent book, The Mormon Question: Polygamy and Constitutional Conflict in Nineteenth-Century America, explains in great detail the way the conflict over polygamy shaped the evolution of constitutional law. In the introduction to this book, Gordon writes that The conflict of faiths pitted the laws of God against the laws of man; believers on both sides learned that their Constitution was, perhaps, not theirs after all. The instability of constitutional claims and interpretation tortured and energized the combatants. Their struggle to capture and hold the Constitution provided a unifying field of conflict; antipolygamists and Mormon defenders of polygamy alike yearned for the dignity and validity that the defeat of their enemies would bring. To win would be to acquire constitutional legitimacy, and to prove that the opposition had betrayed the legacy that was enshrined in the constitutional text. 42 In a nation that had, since its founding, internalized the principles of both religious liberty and Puritan morality, Mormon polygamy provided just the right background for the question, "How far must overwhelmingly accepted moral principles bend to accommodate religious belief?" The legal precedents established by this conflict-especially in Reynolds v. United States-continue to be cited in cases where religious worship bumps up against community standards in questions such as Native Americans using peyote in sacred rituals, Hatian immigrants sacrificing chickens, and religious universities denying admission to students in interracial relationships.
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It has been some time, however, since polygamy has functioned this way. While contemporary morality does not accept polygamy, it does embrace so many actions and relationships that are legally indistinguishable from it that there is no longer any point in trying to enforce unlawful-cohabitation laws. There is no legal distinction between a married man who has sex with another woman and (with no authority from the state) calls her a wife and a similarly married man who calls the other woman a mistress, a friend, or a White House intern. And if there is a moral distinction, it almost certainly favors polygamists, who are at least willing to make some minimal commitment to the women they sleep with and the children they create. As anthropologists Irwin Altman and Joseph Ginat argue, "The widespread occurrences in American society of serial marriages and divorces, repeated cases of cohabitation of unmarried couples, affairs and mistresses, seem . . . less burdensome than a permanent involvement with multiple wives and families."
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Big Love does not set out to challenge laws directly (fundamentalists do not generally seek the right to marry under any authority but their own) but to change the cultural definitions upon which laws are ultimately based. Olsen is very direct about this aspect of the show: "Will and I have watched the country become divisive with an increasingly strident debate about the culture wars and what is and is not a family and what should be an accepted family," he says in an interview with The Washington Blade. "We want to examine it at a different level without
